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Title word cross-reference

(0, 1) [BNS10a, BNS10b]. (3x + 1) [Sin03]. (m, k) [AI99]. 1
[Ant91, BB76, Kem75, Ku69, MN08a, Sch91, Sri13, Sze10]. 1/f
[BTW87, Che12b, KA84, MS83, Nic88, NT89]. 2 [Bha12, LP15, PGLL10].
$29.95 [Ale05]. 3 [CNS15]. 3n + 1 [Wir98]. 3x + 1
[KM05, Lag85, LW92, Lag03, LS05, LS06, Lag10, MK05, Sim07]. 80/20
[Lip09]. [0, 1] [CI96]. A [Fle66]. A(n, α)B [LZNR11]. b [Ber15b]. β [NWR09].
mod1 [Cig64, Dia77, Sch83b, Sch84, Sch88a, Tsu52]. \cup [LS11]. d = 0 [LS11].
H [KPK05, KPK06]. H∞ [Sch83a, Tic87]. j [PU86, UP85]. k
[LWY10, MAE06, XLW14]. k = 2 [AI99]. L [KM05, MK05]. log p [Sur93].
m = 6 [AI99]. \mathcal{H}_∞ [Sch87b]. N! [Kun87]. N
[Rou15, Cha11, CSV96, KR13, Rou76a, VA99]. P [GBA04, SBB01].
P(X_2 < X_1) [Jee97]. π [She12, Zor11]. ψ [GSR12]. Q
[Yua84, Abe02, MML01]. R = Pr(X > Y) [Gun15]. R^d [Ber15a]. ρ [TW11].
XY [RMB+14]. ζ [GSR12].
Almost along alpha alternative [BP06, HSR+08a, HSR+08b, Uze10]. ambient [Bro05]. ambiguities [HN05].


Appearance [NKRS15]. applicability [BSWB16, BBJ11, STJ09, WSBI5, WSBI6, YLX14]. Application [Bak07, Dun67, FGZZ11a, Fed82a, Fed82b, Hsiü8, Izs08, Jin09a, KZ08a, ZK09, PLCJ04, MRR+04, NM07b, OB13, PGQA+15, Shi09, Wor75, ZSB+12, Boy94, BMMS84, CSGC14, GD14, Hür03, Hür09, Hur90, Jin09b, KZ09b, KB03, Mas05d, PGHA07, Sch88a, TRB+12]. Applications [Egg90b, EG12a, EG12b, Fel68, Imd04, Iud12, Müll03, Nicol12, Tor06, Ber15b, Día73, Fer13, FSS07, Gini11, Hiri02, Hor09b, Kos15, MM04, MM14, Müll15a, PT04, PT11, Ria03, Krä15]. Applied [NM07a, Dá09+09, GTM12, MPS11, Mas06e, NM06, SH10]. Applying [BG11b, CT05, GM12, HSD12]. Apprendre [Rou04]. Approach [MZZH15a, MZLH15b, Moli09, Asa81, Bec14, HSR+08a, CLS7b, CLS8a, Che01, GSR12, HSR+08b, LCJ10, LB14, LSS00, MG07a, Meio09, Müller03]. Approaches [RZS+15]. appropriate [MDJH05]. Approximate [You13, ANR07]. approximation [BK07, DL07, DL08]. April [NKR12, Ria03]. arcane [Müller11]. area [Sud10]. Areas [WDB95]. Argentina [CS11]. arguments [AS68, Egg07]. Arithmetic [BB85, JL08, Kre73, Kre75]. Arithmetik [Kre75, Kre73]. arithmétiques [JL08]. Arnold [Gre68, Sha89]. articles [AYS14, CC11]. artifact [LYY09]. Artificial [Sun28]. ary [Ber15b].
Asia [BCM02]. Asian [Jin09a, Jin09b]. Aspects [FM95, JP01, MdSSZ09, Bro80a, Bro80b, Bro80c, Hea78, MNW+05, Pha13, PL86, SCD01]. Aspectual [Nov10]. Assessing [Has02, Mac14a, Nig11a, Wal02, dMH06]. Assessment [Moh79, Nig05], assignment [XS09], assimilation [Sea02a, Sea02b]. Assist [DHP04], assisted [DN00]. Association [XP89], associations [FMS10]. Associativity [LB09], associés [BMM10]. Assumptions [XS09], astonishing [Liv02]. Assessment [Moh79, Nig05]. Assignment [XS09]. Assimilation [Sea02a, Sea02b]. Assist [DHP04]. Assisted [DN00]. Association [XP89], associations [FMS10]. Associativity [LB09]. Assuming, astonishing [Liv02]. Assessment [Moh79, Nig05]. Assignment [XS09]. Assimilation [Sea02a, Sea02b]. Assist [DHP04]. Assisted [DN00]. Association [XP89], associations [FMS10]. Associativity [LB09]. Assuming, astonishing [Liv02]. Assessment [Moh79, Nig05]. Assignment [XS09]. Assimilation [Sea02a, Sea02b]. Assist [DHP04]. Assisted [DN00]. Association [XP89], associations [FMS10]. Associativity [LB09]. Assuming, astonishing [Liv02]. Assessment [Moh79, Nig05]. Assignment [XS09]. Assimilation [Sea02a, Sea02b]. Assist [DHP04]. Assisted [DN00]. Association [XP89], associations [FMS10]. Associativity [LB09]. Assuming, astonishing [Liv02]. Assessment [Moh79, Nig05]. Assignment [XS09]. Assimilation [Sea02a, Sea02b]. Assist [DHP04]. Assisted [DN00]. Association [XP89], associations [FMS10]. Associativity [LB09]. Assuming, astonishing [Liv02].
Begründung [Hum08]. Behaving [MAOdV05]. Behavior [Car88, Gor12a, Ano50, AJ14, BMT96, Che95, CCT95, CSV96, MNW+05, Mir14, OV95, RV98]. behavioral [DZ03]. Behaviour [RBXM15, DD06, HKL+06, Sch87a, Zip49]. Beijing [Sto16], benchmarking [Wal02]. Benford [Bahl15, Die04a, For10, Haf13, Hum06, Moc02, MdSSZ09, Mül03, Nig00b, Ole10a, Ole14, PT04, Pos04c, Pos10, Tor06, AS05, AA10, AR13, AP10, Ale09, AL14a, AL14b, All07, AR09, AR10, AR11, AYS14, AYS16, ARS11, AOT13, Ano11, Ano13, AG05, AA11, AJ14, AH14, AH15, Bah15, BS010, Ba12, Bal15, BNS10a, BNS10b, Ban13, BG09, BG10, BG11a, BGM+11, Ber03, Ber04, Ber05b, Ber05a, Ber05c, BB05, BH07, BH09, BH10a, BH10b, Ber10, BH11b, BH11a, BHKR11, Ber11, BE14a, BE14b, B15b, Ber15a, BH15a, BE16, B17, BK07, B1a, Ba02, BK05, BK08, BKX11, BS14, BM15, BS10b, BSJ06, BMM10, BSWB16, BF09, Bra78, BBJ11, BG11b, Br05, Br07, Bro98, BMP93, Bul11, BK91, Bur10a, Bur09, BS92, BW98]. Benford [CC11, CS09a, CG07, CKT+09, Cio05, CT05, CA01, Con10, CEZ10, CLRRTFM08, CSC14, Cra10, CLM15, DD06, DDS98, Dea93, DMO10, DMO11, DSO10, DJ10a, DJ13, Dep08, Die04a, Die04b, Die07, DJ10b, Die12, Da+09, DN00, DL07, DL08, DHP04, EHM+14, Egg11, EG12a, EG12b, Eli13, EL03, FGZ+11b, FG10, Few09, FG12m, FG16, Fr16, FSS07, GD08, GD09b, GD09a, GD11, GR07, GW01, GW04, GM12, Gil05, Gil07, GJ10, GC13, GGP09, GJARPGAC10, Gor12a, Got92, GN02, GP13, GGA03, GJS07, GTM12, GT09, HCS09, Has02, Hay09, HSD12, HR10, Hil95a, Hil97, Hil02, Hil11, HV01, Hop16, Hor09b, HJKS06, HJJYM11, Hum06, Hum08, Hün07, Hür03, Hür04, Hür06a, Hür06b, Hür09, Hür15a, IMS15, IHPS14, Ind12, Jam01, JTY14, JTY16]. Benford [JKK+08, JKK+09, JdlR04, JdlR09, Jas10, JHTS10, JSZ11, Jol01, Jol05, Jol09, JS06, JS09, Ka09b, KNR88, KBHR10, KR12, KR13, Kim12, KM05, Kos15, KZ08a, KZ08b, ZK09, Krä15, Kre03, Kry09, KP04, KP05, KPK05, KPK06, KB03, KB07, LS05, LS06, LCJ15, LSEO, Lec15, pLCW04, LFW15, LF16, LK12, LZN11, L008, L000a, L002b, LB05, LBC06, LB06b, LG10, LL08, LS11, MRR+10, Meb06a, Meb06b, Meb06c, Meb08b, Meb08c, Meb11, Meb15, MT113, Mil04, MK05, MN06a, MN06b, MN08a, MN08b, Mill15a, Mill15b, Mill15c, Mir14, MAC14b, Moc02, MW04, Mül09, MsPZ06, Mor06, Mör01, Mü03, Nag84, NS87, NKS90, Nag05, NH16, NR08, NWR09, Nig03, Nig06b, NM97, Nig98, Nig00c, NM06, NM07a, NM09, Nig11a, Nig11b, Nig11c, Nig11d, Nig12, Nig15, Nov10]. Benford [NM07b, Ole10, Ole14, OMNO10, OB13, Pa08, PSM10, Pav81, Pav82, PGHA07, PGQA+15, PT04, PT11, Pet81a, Pet81b, Pha13, PTV01, Pos04a, Pos04b, Pos04c, Pos10, QZ10, QZHC11, QW03, RMB+14, RGE13, RGBK14, Rav08, Reg12, Reg82, Rob11, RM11, RR09, Ros11, Rou09, Rou15, STJ09, STJ10, STA11, SM06a, Sch88c, Sch88a, Sch88b, Sch88d, Sch89, Sch00, SN91, Sch91, Sch98, Sch10, Sch08, Sch15, SF01, Sea02a, Sea02b, SS11, Sen73, SW10, SF11, SM11, SB15, Sin74, SID13, SID15, Smi97, Smi31, SC01, SPG12, Sa10, Str10, SH10, SB93, SCE03, TRB+12, Tao09, Töd09, TBL00, cTuHwH17, Val12, Van15,
Var72, Vog08, Vuk08, Wag10, WCCK09, Wan11b, Wan11a, Was81, WSU08, Wei11, WCP+07, WSBI5, WSB16, WSY11, Wój13a, Wlo71, Wój13b, Wój14.


Book
[Al05, Ano50, Bal66, Gre86, Har09, Lim06, Mel06, Sha89, BBM11b, Gei48]. Boolean [VK90]. bootstrap [Rou15, SH10, VAGE09]. Bose [Mas05a, Mas06a]. Bosnian [Jas10]. bound [Hür15c]. Bounds
[Kem75, BCIS09, DL07, DL08]. Bradford [Asa81, Bas92, Bas94, Boo94, Bro77, Bro79, Bur91, CL86a, CL86b, CL87a, Che95, CCT95, Cz98, DG78, Egg85, Egg90a, Egg90b, Egg90a, Fai69, Fai05, Gro67, Has76, Hn05, HHC+14, Hub76, Hub78, KLC84, Le80, MM84, MK79, Mor81, NH07, OV93, OV95, OV97, Per90, PL86, Pop75, PK78, Sud10, Wil72, Wor75]. Bradfordizing [May08]. Braid [dLKHS04a, dLKHS06]. Brain [QBP+04]. Brazil [Soo13]. Brazilian [GR07, JR06]. BRD [Bah15]. Breakdown
[NCT10, NCT13]. busters [Ano12]. busy [PQ00].
[ABBM10, Bro79, Uze10]. **Calibration** [SBB01]. **Cambridge**
[Ano50, Mel06]. **came** [Sch06]. **Camera** [LEC^+15]. **campaign** [CG07]. **Can**
[AP10, HKKS06, IKC96, LCC^+05, Meb15, Mil15c, Mil15d, MWE95, Nig93, Nig99b, Ano11, RR03, Sav04, Sta10, Meb10b]. **Cancer** [LY02, ZSB^+12]. **Capital** [Bar11]. **cards** [Che12c]. **cards-shuffling** [Che12c]. **Carolina**
[Meb10d]. **Case**
[GR07, Lu07, Vuk08, Bro05, CEZ10, Kim12, Knu01, LB06b, Rout92]. **cases** [FGZZ11a]. **Cauchy** [EHM^+14]. **cautionary** [Bar04]. **Cayley** [SS09]. **Cayley-tree-like** [SS09]. **cells** [CLRTFM08]. **censored**
[KS10, RAV10, TH13, Wu08]. **censoring** [AS15, SZVHA10, WC03]. **Central**
[HKWE14]. **Central** [MN06a, MN08a, Per96, TbG98, ZD11]. **centuries**
[McG11]. **Certain** [BD70, Gil05, KS73, AS68, Gil07, LG10, Sch88d]. **CFE**
[Sta10]. **chain** [CS09a, HCS09]. **Chains**
[DHKR11, JKK^+08, JKK^+09, KBHR10]. **challenge** [Bro80b, Lag10]. **change**
[Tij04, Tij07, Tij12]. **change** [Nig95, STA11, Zip29]. **changes** [FMS10]. **changing**
[Bro81]. **channel** [SPGC10]. **channels** [MWS99]. **Chaos**
[LFY15, KA84]. **Chaotic** [KN90, KN91, NNN89, Nic88, NT89]. **Chapter**
[NEM09]. **Characteristic** [Egg10a, XS09]. **Characterization**
[All97, BE14b, BE16, OJM15, Tag70, TA12, Wój14]. **characterizations**
[TH13]. **Characterizing** [CNS15, JK08]. **Chart** [Wil06]. **cheats** [Sch06].
**check** [LS00]. **Checking** [CEZ10]. **Chemical** [YSC13]. **Chess** [BT09].
**chiffre** [FL84, FL94, FL96, Hill99b]. **chiffres** [Var99]. **China**
[Bar11, BM08, Hol14, Soo13]. **Chinese** [GB13, Pen10, SW10, ZCW09]. **Choice**
[Kre73, Kre75, SID13, SID15, Hop16]. **Choices** [Kub77]. **Chosen**
[Sim98]. **cifre** [Gin57, Her57]. **Circular** [Hal69]. **citation** [HHC^+14].
**citations** [CC11]. **Cities** [BAt08, BS00, Gal99, IO03, Knu01, MPS11, MG07a, MAC14b, JR06, Pen10, Sem08, Soo05]. **City**
[DKM07, ZM97, BBL07, CZ04, GLS06, VB08]. **city-size** [CZ04, GLS06].
**clarifying** [WSB15, WSB16]. **Class** [Sim55, Man59]. **classes** [Bro80b].
**Classic** [Gor12b]. **Classical** [BH10a, BH10b, OV97, RRZR09, Uze10].
**Classification** [IG08, LB06a, LY02, CL05, MRM^+05]. **Classification-aware**
[IG08]. **classifiers** [CL05]. **Classifying** [MPM02]. **Clinching** [GML15].
**Clinical** [MAC14a, TMS02]. **Clintons** [She94, TS94]. **Cloud** [Zom14]. **CLT**
[AP10]. **cluster** [KSH11]. **Clustering** [AVV08, BCK12, BCM02, BM08].
**Clusters** [SPGM12]. **co** [AUS14]. **co-authorship** [AUS14]. **coagulation**
[Whi82]. **coauthorship** [MG07b]. **COBIB** [Pet08]. **code** [MCG11]. **coding**
[MBG^+95, WR03]. **coefficient** [CGJ10]. **Coefficients**
[ARS10, GS01, JTY14, ARS11, FSS07, HW15, JTY16, SAR13, SN91, SF11].
**coexisting** [Nic88, NT89]. **Cognitive** [Van02, AVV08]. **coherent** [NS96].
**collaboration** [MG07b]. **collection** [FGZZ11b]. **collisions** [Kim12].
**colonies** [CLRTFM08]. **Color** [BEJ07]. **Columbia** [SDK14]. **Columns**
[LLD15]. **Combat** [Wal03]. **Combinations** [Sim98]. **combinatoric** [Pet81b].
**command** [Che91]. **Comment** [Meb11, SS09, Vos96]. **Comments**
[LWY10, Sco13]. **commerce** [HKWE14]. **commercial** [GHP09]. **Common**
country [So05].
Counts [Meb06a, Meb06c, MK10, Meb10d, Rou92, Tay05, Yeh07].  Course [Par97].  CPAs [Nig99b].  cracked [McG11].
Critical [LK12, MNW05, NH07, Rob11, Sta99].  criticality [BTW87, Bak96, SM96].
critique [Man59].  Croatia [Vuk08].  Cross [Lef82, Par97].  Cross-sections [LFNR11].
Cultural [NKRS15, BCM02].  Culture [BM08, MSA+11, ZM01].  cumulative [SZVHA10].  curiosities [Wap12].
curiosity [STA11].  Curious [Cou10].  current [Bar11, MWS99].
Curves [Egg06].  data-based [GJS07].  Database [Fed82a, Fed84, Fed87, IG08, LD04, PS09, Par75].
Data [AR13, BHM08, BS10b, CH97, CSM09b, Con10, DG10, Die04b, Die07, DHP04, EHM+14, GGP09, Gra10, Han07, HIl99a, HHG14, JS09, Kos12, Kos13, Kri10, Lan04, LY02, LB05, Lu07, Mac14a, MRR+10, MS13, Mil15c, Mil15d, MWE95, MDDK02, NM07a, NM09, Pre81, RGBE11, RGL14, Wag10, Wan11b, WG68, WAT13, YSC13, dMH06, AS15, AYS14, AW89, AP89, AHI14, AH15, Bia15, Bro05, Bro07, HSR+08a, CCC09, CSM07, CSM09a, CA12, DD06, DdA+09, EG12a, EG12b, FGZZ11a, FGZZ11b, GW04, GD14, GJS07, Gro67, GTM12, HSR+08b, Has02, Has03, Hil96, HV01, HRJB02a, HRJB02b, HDV13, JS06, KG72a, KG72b, LCJ10, LFCR04, LWY10, MK79, MCA03, MAE06, Mir14, NM06, OMNO10, PT11, QW03, RRBB11, Row05, Sav04, Sav06, Sch10, Sea02a, Sea02b].
Decay [NWR09, BMP93].  Deception [Han07].
declined [FL84, FL94, FL96, FL96, FL84].
Decision [ANRV07, BXK11, CSM09a, CL05, HCS09, Wal02].  Decomposition [HHG14].
decompressed [LYH15].  d’economie [Par97].  deconstruction [LAL15].
Delay [LC15].  delight [War03b].  della [Bra76, Her57].
Decision [CS11, BG11b].  Democratic [Meb10d].  demography [Tag70].
Denetminde [AA10].  Denmark [Knu01].  dénombrable [Rou76a].
denominateurs [JL08]. denominators [JL08]. densities [MS11]. Density
[She68, AG05, GGA03]. d’Entretien [Lei82]. denumerable [Rou76a].
Depend [GS01]. Dependence [WDB95, Art94, DB14, Egg06, Los01].
Dependent [BGTM⁺11, LL08, Yeh07]. Derivation [BH10a, BH10b, Kaf09b, 
BJ06, Dea93, Hil95c, Hum08, Lip09, RR09, TR91, vLvdW05]. Derivative
[HH13]. describing [Mac22]. Description [Fai69, Fai05]. Design
[LHK⁺15, Tur87, Ben75, CL05, HKL⁺06]. denumerable [Rou76a].
Detailed [BBK⁺15]. Detect [CT05, Die04b, Die07, GP13, Vuk08, 
Ano11, FGZZ11b, Lan00, Nig04, Nig00b, Rout10, Sav06, TB00, TMS02].
Detected [HKKS06]. detecter [Rou10]. Detecting [AHH08, BG09, BG10, 
BG11a, DMO10, DHP04, GW04, HDV13, JS06, JS09, KB07, Lan03, LFCR04, 
LB05, Mob06a, Nig15, RGL14, Sta12, SCE03, WSY11, BKS05]. Detection
[Ban00, BH02, BPS11, CMS09b, CMS10, DJ10b, LZZ⁺12, Meb11, Nig12, 
NEM09, RRRB11, Smi13, AOT13, BM13, BMM10, CG07, DGO10, 
DGO10b, GAO10, GD14, HYYH08, Kos15, Kri10, KB03, LYY09, LFCR04, 
Low00a, LBO06, MTT13, NHD16, Nig92, PT11, Sch10, ZHS09, BMM10].
Determination [She12]. Deterring [AHH08]. deutschen [QW03].
deuxièmes [Poi12]. developed [WL14]. Developing [MVW⁺03].
Development [Jin09a, LD04, WDB95, ZM07, Wee12c, MZ98a, NGJ03].
developments [CHH1, eSKH05]. Deviation [LZZ13]. deviations [HSM11].
Devil [BS09]. diagnose [Meb15, Die02]. Diagnosis [Die02]. Diagnostics
[BVT96, MK09, NM09]. diagram [AI99]. dictionaries [Mass05c, Mass05b].
Dictionary [LZZ13]. Did [WHN13, VM04]. Difference
[BE4a, LCY⁺15, Meb10b, BS07, WR03]. Different
[HKKS06, Af10, BP84, Egg90a, Nag05, New81]. Differential
[CGPT15, GAVRRL14]. Difficulties [BG09, BG10, BG11a]. Difficulty
[Hil99a]. Digit [ABBM10, BS10a, CS09b, Die04b, Die07, Dun69, Gor12a, 
Hay08a, Hay08b, Hay09, Hil98, KC86, KBVR04, Kun87, Lin08, LB07, LG78, 
LMH99, ML84, Mob08a, MK10, Mob12, MK13, Pos04c, Ral85, Rod04, Sal97, 
SM10b, SM10c, Sh10, SM11, SR13, AS08, Adh69, AP99, Bia15, Boy94, 
BMP93, BE69, Cio05, Coh76, CK84, DMMF09, FGZZ11a, Fie66, FL84, FL94, 
FL96, Has03, Hil88, Hil95b, Hil95c, Hil99b, Hum06, Hür15b, Hür15c, 
KNRS88, KR13, Kre02, LZZ⁺12, LL08, LL09, LS11, MM15, MS11, MS12, 
MS15, Mob06b, Mob08b, Mob08c, Mob10b, Mob10d, Mir12a, MAC14b, Mir16, 
Mü103, NKS09, Nig00b, Pos06, Pos04a, Ral76, Rou14, SM09, SM10d, SM10e, 
Sta05, Sur93, TFGS07, XWLD11, Pos10]. Digit-Based [BS10a]. Digital
[AA10, BM13, CNS15, CT05, Cod99, HR10, LOR06, PL15, Nig96a, Nig97, 
Nig00b, Nig00c, Nig01, OB13, RGL14, Sh10, BBE10, BBJ11, Lan00, Nig92, 
Nig94, Nig99a, RR03, SB15, SH10]. digitalen [BBE10, BBJ11]. Digitized
[MSA⁺11]. digit [AP99]. Digits
[BS09, Dav76, FG76, FM95, HH13, Kos06, Ley96, Meb07, MWE95, MDDK02, 
Nig11c, Pin61, Pre81, Ros12, SL98, Sun28, Tsa74, Web75, Whi72, Wom09, 
BS11, Ber04, Ber05a, BK91, Dia73, Dia77, Fri84, GSR12, Gin57, Her57, HSM05, 
...
HW86, Hüin97, Irm97, IRU83, Jec92, KR81, KR04, KB07, LCJ10, Lem86, LS14, MM50, Meh15, Mir11, Mir12b, Mör01, New81, Nig99c, PU86, Pha13, PK06, Rai69a, STA11, Sar73, Sti45, TW71, Tur82, UP85, Var99, War03a.

Dijital [AA10]. Dijkstra [FC14]. Dimension [Mas06b]. Dimensional [Ber05c, BBH05, Has07, MS08, SCD01]. Dimensioni [Bra76]. Diophantine [Tic85]. Direct [Kaf90, Lu07]. Dirty [NKL03, NKL04]. Disaster [Mü11]. Disciplined [Boo94]. Disclosure [Moc02]. Discovering [GAVRRL14]. Discovery [BP06, OMNO10]. Discrepancy [Kem75]. Discrete [BE14b, KP09, BE16, Egg05b, KPF15, Mei09, SCD01, Yeh90, Yeh07]. Discrete-Time [BE14b, BE16]. Discussion [Gra10, Kri10, pLCjW04, Miš09, ZIUW14, Val12]. Dishonesty [Han07]. Disparate [Par75]. Distance [Hav95]. Distinguishing [LFY15]. Distortion [BHMO8]. Distractors [Hop16]. Distributed [Blu70, DW15, LEC+15, MYP14, HG14, KR13, MN14, Sch89]. Distribution [AMP06, AS68, Ami07, Ant91, Axt01, BT09, BGVV99, BD70, CH97, CT07, Coi77, EHM+14, FG76, iCE10, FGPM12, FH45, Ham70, HW87, Ism04, Jee97, KCs86, Knü99, KPK06, Ley96, Lot26, MSSvK08, MYZ67, NP12, Pav82, PTTV98, Pin61, Rai69b, Rav08, SDK14, Sch73, Sch88b, SM10b, Sim55, Sim98, Tur87, Vla79, Web75, Won69, XP98, YZ16, ZSB+12, AAMAE03, ADA13, Adh69, Af10, Asa81, BNS10a, BNS10b, Bel88, BBL07, BS07, Bra76, BK91, Bur91, CH61, Cig64, Cio05, CLM15, Dia73, Dia77, Die04a, DN10, DN11, DSO1, EMS11, EMS13, FWW85, FP04, FGPM16, Fri84, Gar11, Gun15, GTC07, HZZ14, HW86, Hol69, Hum06, IMS15, Irm97, Jec92, KR81, KR04, KPF15, KN74, KN06, KPP05, LCJ10, Lem86, Li92, Loy73, Mac22, MM50, MML01].

distribuzione [Bra76, Her57]. Divergent [Har49, Har91]. Dividends [AVV08]. Dividing [SR12]. Division [Per96]. DNA [Vos96, BHB+96, GAVRRL14, IKC96, MBG+94, MBG+95]. Do [AVV08, iCE10, FDA+04, IHPS14, LLD15, MS13, San02a, San02b, TBL00].
domain [NHD16], dominates [Car10], done [Meb10d]. Double [CS09b, OR07, MTT13, TRB+12],
doubly [Vu08]. Dow [LV94, Nig98].
E-commerce [HKWE14]. Earnings [AA11, SGW04, Van02, Vuk08, YD15, AG08, DZ03, LW14, LWFW14, Nig05, Tho89].
eBay [Gil07, LG10, Gil05]. echantillon [Rou76a]. ECML [GCB+05]. ecology [HSM11]. econometrics [Jin09b]. Economic
[GT09, MS13, RGE11, ZCW09, Sch10]. Economies [Is04, Jin09a, NCT10, NCT13, Töd09, Jin09b, Wan11b].
eéconomiques [Gib31]. Economy [Kru96b, NM07b, Art94, Par97].
Econophysics [ACCG13]. ecosystem [HJ15]. ed [Kra15], eddy [LF16].
Editor [Goo65, Hil11, Bas94, Bro79, Bur04, CHE95, Hay08a, Hub77, Kri77, Lon92, OV93, OV95, Var72].
eDonkey [HKL+06]. Education [RVAN15].
Effect [KNT89, QBP+04, WCP+07, DB14, GLSW96, Her10, SF08, Shi89]. Effective [DHP04]. Effectiveness [RGBK14]. Effects
[May08, Mill7, RME98, LF16]. Efficient
[Bac98, DN10, DN11, RZS+15, LWY10, MAE06, Par75, Urz00]. effort
[FS03, LAL15, Zip49, Ano50]. eighth [PS09]. Eins [Wey15]. Einsatz
[BBE10]. Einstein [Mas05a]. Election
[AHH08, Ans09, BS10a, DMO11, Mbo6a, Mbo6b, Mbo6c, Mbo8a, Mbo8b, Mbo8c, Mbo9, Mbo10a, Mbo10b, Mbo11, Mbo12, Mbx, Bat09, Her10, Rou09, Rou14, SM11, Sjo14, Mbo10c]. Elections
[DMO10, Mbo6b, Mbo6b, GB11b, Mbo8c, Mbo15]. Electoral
[AHH08, KM11, MK09, MK10, Tor06, BG11b, LB14, Nor13, PT11].
electronic [KH95]. electronics [NKZ12]. Electrons [BRS38].
elementarmathematische [Hum08]. Elementary [Gou77, Hum08].
elements [LWY10, MBS99, MK79, MAE06, Pet03]. elicitation [XLW14].
elles [San02c]. elusive [Bas94, OV93]. Embedded [LHK+15]. Emerald
[Row05]. emerged [McG11]. Emergence
[BA99, CMFS11, RDFM10, SL96, FGPM16, MG07a]. emerging [LW14].
emissions [ZIWU14]. empirica [Bra76]. Empirical [CG77, CSN09b, Fai69, Fai05, GM97a, LSS00, MSvK08, Møi09, RGE13, RGBK14, SF01, SM10a, TG05, Van15, ZS11, Bro84, CSN07, CSN09a, DG78, GJS07, HSD12, IO03, LW14, McA03, McA05, MW04, Nic89, Pao86a, Pao86b, Ron05, Tay05, Bra76].

employee [HSR+08a, HSR+08b]. employee-reported [HSR+08a, HSR+08b]. Encoded [MPM02]. ended [Sto16]. Energy [LP15, MZLH15a, MZLH15b]. Engineering [ACM00, Moo36, LSS00, PGLL10]. engineers [Ham62]. English [NG04]. ENIAC [She12]. Enigma [McG11]. Enron [Nig05]. ensembles [BP06]. Enterprise [SJP+15]. entlarven [Sch06]. entries [DG10, Gra10, Kri10]. Entropic [BS06]. entropies [Abe02]. Entropy [Cio05, HT01, Kaf09a, Kaf09b, Abe02, HT05a, HT05b, HT06, LAL15, Li08, Yav74]. entry [dGL13]. Entwicklungen [CH61]. Environment [Fed82a, Fed87, Wan11b].


Erratum [Wat96a]. Error [BB85, Bor20, Lon92, ZM08, BCSI09, DL07, DL08, Lou92, Sav06, SCE03]. error-prone [SCE03]. Errors [CT05, Tsa74, Die02, Nig00b, Nig15, OR07, Sea02a, Sea02b]. Erscheinungen [Fur46, Gei48]. erstens [Hum06]. Esperanto [MPPH06]. Essex [RAI03]. established [BG11b]. estimate [Gar11]. Estimates [FG76, Sch87b]. Estimating [AS15, QZH10]. Estimation [AMP06, ADAI13, AG70, AG72, BVT96, CT07, GMV09, HW87, Jee97, Nic87a, Nic87b, Afh10, AP89, DN10, DN11, HZZ14, Izs06, KS10, Sc13, SS12, Wu08].


evaders [Hüm07]. Evaluating [RBXM15]. Evaluation [CZ98, Fed87, KZ08b, LK12, NHK16, dMH06, CL05, FGZZ11a, Fed84, May08]. Evasion [CG93, Nig92]. Evillier [DG10]. Events [CYG07, ZM99].

Everyday [Wan11b, Tij04, Tij07, Tij12]. everything [Cio05]. Evidence [BCM02, BM08, Car88, CG93, Mac14a, MS13, RGBK14, Soo13, YZ16, ZIWU14, LW14]. EvoBIO [RAI03]. EvoCOP [RAI03]. EvoIASP [RAI03].

Evolution [GB13, KM11, Yul25, CGPT15, CMFS11, GÁVRL14, SM96, TR91, TST97]. Evolutionary [MVW+03, OKO06, RAI03]. EvoMUSART [RAI03].

EvoROB [RAI03]. EvoSTIM [RAI03]. EvoWorkshops [RAI03]. Exact [Lel80, KZ15, Mor81]. Examination [MDDK02, Rob97, Sun28, BBJ11, DG78, IO03, NH07, Pao86a, Pao86b, Sav06]. Examinations [Lan04]. Examining [Has03]. Example
Find-the-Dierence [LCY+15]. Findings [Io05]. fingerprints [SPGC10]. Finite [BHM08, BKKR11, KBHR10, NL04, NL03]. Finite-state [BKKR11, KBHR10]. Finitely [BE69, Jec92]. FIR [LP15]. Firm [Axt01, dGL13]. Firms [Bal66, Wan11b, AA11, Bra76, FDA+04, SBH+95, ZCW09]. First [CS09b, Die04b, Die07, Gor12a, Hil08, HH13, KC86, KBRV04, Kre02, Kun87, LG78, LMH99, Pin01, Rai09, Rod04, Ros04, SM09, SM10b, SM10c, SM10d, Siri, Web75, AP99, Bia15, BMF93, BE69, Cio05, CHT76, CS84, FGZZ11a, Fri84, FL84, FL94, FL96, Hil88, Hil99b, HW86, Hum06, Hir15b, Hir15c, Irn97, KNR88, KR81, LCM10, Lem86, LZL+12, LS14, LL08, MM02, MS11, MS12, MS15, NKS90, Nig99, PU86, Pos04a, Rai09, Rai76, Rou14, STA11, TF070, UP85, Shi09]. First-Digit [KBRV04, SM10c, SM10d, Bia15, Rou14]. Fisher [HPV+09]. fishery [GHP09]. Fishpole [An02]. fit [KG72a, KG72b, OJM15, SZVHA10, SS06, VAGE09, Zor15]. Fitness [MV+03]. Fitted [vZ13]. Fitting [Bur04, CH97]. Fixed [CTK+09, Gar11, Sav04]. Fixed-Odds [CTK+09]. fixed-point [Gar11]. flag [RR03]. Flaws [BH10a, BH10b]. Floating [BB85, Kre73, Kre75, Sch88c, Ste74, FT86, Sch73, Sch86]. Floating-Point [Kre73, Kre75, Sch88c, FT86, Sch73, Sch86]. flow [GMV09]. flows [Ber15a, Bia15, Mir12a, Mir16]. fluctuations [GGPS03, MBS99, MWS99, Rob11]. focus [Mül03]. focused [LACL14]. Foil [Ber95]. Follow [Bur10a, Bur09, GTC+07, IHPS14, TBL00]. Following [Bro98, LL08]. Follows [Haf13]. food [Liu15, Wan11b]. food-limited [Liu15]. Force [Can03a, Can03b]. Forecasting [GT09]. Forensic [Bha02, BK08, Cal13, Jud12, Nig93, Nig11c, Nig12, OW12, BL95, Kos15, KB07, QZHC11, SS10]. Forensics [Meb06b, Mee06c, Mee08a, Mee08b, Mee08c, Mee11, Piv13, Sh11, Ana03, DG12, FSS07, Lim06, MS09, Mee08c, QZHI10, SB15, TRB12, WCC09, XWLD11, ZHS09]. forgery [BM13, MS10]. Form [Pet81a, Che80, Hil74, Whi82]. formal [vLvdW05]. Formation [ZM97, PK06]. Forms [ARS10, ARS11, HW75b, Hub78]. formula [Dub01, Has76, Mas06c, Mas06d]. Formulation [Lei80, Asa81, PK78]. Forschung [Die02]. Forum [Dun80, Moh80]. Foundation [Fed82a]. foundations [Bro80a, Bro80b, Bro80c, Bro81, Dur06]. Fourier [Boy94, Mil15b]. FPGAs [WAT15]. Fractal [Den97, CZ04, Che12b, Gai06]. fractals [Egg05a]. Fractional [Pav82, Sur93, ER02, Gin11]. fractions [JL08, Pav81, Sch90]. fragile [PGL10]. framework [Egg10a]. France [NKZ12]. Fraud [AH09, AHH08, Ban13, Ban00, BG09, BG10, BG11a, BS10a, Ber95, BL95, BH02, BPS11, CTO5, Cod99, DMO10, DMO11, DJ10b, DHP04, GR07, Han07, Jud04, Kos12, Lan03, Lan04, LB05, Lu07, MK10, Mee0a, Mee10b, Mee10c, Mee11, Mee12, Mill15c, Mill15d, Nig99, Nig12, NEM09, Rob07, SS10, Smi13, Sta12, Töd09, Wal03, WSY11, Ana03, Ano11, Bat09, BKS05, CG07, DG10, DMF09, Dub01, GW04, Gra10, GHP09, GD14, HZKS12, HYYH08, Kos15, Kri10, KB03, Lan00, LB14, LOR06, Lim06.
LFCR04, Low00a, LBC06, LB06b, Nig94, Nig00b, Nig15, RRRB11, Rou10, Sav06, Sch10, SM11, Sjo14, TB00, TMS02, BMM10]. frauder [Rou10]. Fraudes [BMM10, Rou10].Fraud [KM11]. Fraudster [Sta10]. Fraudulent [CS11, Die04b, Die07, GP13, SSMW05, SCE03]. Free [Rav08, SS09]. French [Par97, Bel88, BMM10, DJ10a, DJ13, Dev57, Est16, Fra17, FL84, FL94, FL96, GD08, GD09b, GD10, Hil99b, JL08, Jan12, Jol05, Jol09, Lef82, Pet73, Poi12, Rout6a, Rout7b, Rou78, Rou10, San02c, Var99]. frequencies [Bia15, CM11, FP04, LL08, LL09, Nig94, Zor15]. Frequency [BEJ07, BG78, CYG07, Coi77, DMO06, EC11, Lot26, Vla79, DM92, ER02, Gin57, Has03, Her57, Hil74, Li92, Mac22, Mas05c, Mas05b, NHD16, New81, Par75, SEOV04, Tui85, Zip29, Zip32]. Frequency-rank [BG78]. frequent [LWY10, MAE06]. frequenza [Gin57]. Freund [MM99, MM04, MM14]. FRG [Bah15]. front [LACL14]. führende [Hun07]. Full [SM10b, SM09]. Fully [NKRS15]. Function [BMLRV10, Egg05b, Egg06, ER12, KPK05, KPK06, LS05, LS06, LS14, SZVHA10, Sur93, Wir98]. functional [Egg13]. Functions [ARS10, MVW+03, ML84, AS68, ARS11, BFLB10, BNS10a, BNS10b, GSR12, KM05, Man59, Mk05, Pos04b]. Fundamental [BH10a, BH10b, DKM07]. Fundamentals [HT01]. Fürchten [Hun07]. Furlan [Gei48, Reg82]. Further [BGVV99, Sen73, Tur84, Val11]. Fuzzy [AP10, NKL03].

G. [Mc06]. Game [CKT+09, LCY+15, Mor10, RBXM15]. Games [BG54]. gamma [NK07, Hauv03, Ale05]. Gammes [Est16]. Gardner [McA05]. gas [Mas06a, Mas06c]. Gaussian [HS01]. Gaussian-like [HS01]. GDP [Hol14]. GDR [Bah15]. gem [BH11b]. Gene [FK03, RH02]. genera [RH02]. General [Ben43, BS10b, Asa81, Kos15, Lol08, Mac22, Mas05a, OV97, GD09b]. générale [GD09b]. generalisation [Par75]. generalised [ZHS09]. Generalization [Won69, Or170, PGHA07]. Generalizations [Lag85]. Generalized [AR09, CH97, Gun15, HW87, CGJ10, CMHS95, EG12a, EG12b, FSS07, Hür03, LAL15, LL08, Or176, Ris08, Sha05, SF11, SS12, TA12, TH13, VAGE09, Wój14, dCS15, vZ13]. Generalizing [Hür06b, Hür09, LCJ15]. Generate [MWE95, RDFM10]. Generated [LCY+15, LP15, MN14, Wir98, Zör15]. generates [Hub02]. Generating [KN91, XLW14, KN90]. Generation [LB07, YSC13]. Generative [Mit03]. generators [Bac98, Dia73]. Generic [SL96]. Genes [LY02, NP12]. genetic [FC14]. Genome [FGPM12]. geometry [Soo13]. Geometric [MdSSZ09, ZF15]. Geometrical [AAMAE03]. Geometry [NKRS15, Lee15]. Geophysical [NM07a, NM06]. George [Ano50, VW06]. Geosciences [STJ09]. German [Mör01, Sze90, Sze58, ZB70, Aue13, Bah15, BBB10, BB111, Bul11, CH61, Die02, Die04a, Fur46, Gei48, GTM12, Hum06, Hum08, Kre73, Kr75, Moc02, Mü103, Ole10, Ole14, Pos04c, Pos10, QW03, SSMW05, Sch73, Sch06, Tie86, Tie87, Tie88, Vog00, Wey15]. Germany [BG11b]. Gesetz [Aue13, BB111, GTM12, Hum06, Hüen07, Mör01, Pos04c, Pos10,
MdSPZ06, Nig01, NBH+98, Ole10, Ole14, Pet08, QW03, San02a, SDK14, Sav06, Sch88b, SM10c, Sta14, Ada11, ARMG03, ARS11, Ano93, Ano02, Ano05, Ano07, AG05, AFS04, AA11, Aro13, Aue13, AB03, ANFF14, BNB11a, Bak07, Bal12, BNS10a, BNS10b, BBL07, Ben75, Ber03, Ber05b, Ber05a, Ber05c, BH05, BH11b, BK07, BK05, BKK11, BCC05, BJS06, BMM10, BPS4, BB11J, Bra76, Bro84, Bro05, Bro07, BMP93, BK91, BS92, CC11, CI96, CK05, Cha11, Che78, Che80, CL87b, Che91, CW97, Che12a, Che12b, Che12c, CG07, Cio05, CSN07, CSN09a, CEZ10, CMS10, CMFS11, CLRTFM08. \textbf{law} [Cou10, CSV96, DMZ05, DD06, Dea93, DJ13, Den97, Dev57, DdA09, DL07, DL08, Dur06, Egg99a, Egg99b, Egg11, EG12a, EG12b, Eli11, EC12, EL03, FWW85, FGZZ11a, FGZZ11b, FG10, FS02, FRB05, FSS07, Fuj04, Gab99, GGPS03, Gai06, GLS06, GB13, GD08, GD09b, GD09a, GM12, GJS10, GGA03, GSW92, GLSW96, HT05a, HT05b, HT06, Has02, HPV+09, Hil70, Hil74, HW75b, Hi95c, Hi99b, Hi102, HSM11, HNO5, HV01, HHC+14, Hür03, Hür04, Hür06b, Hür09, IO03, Irn97, JdlR04, JdlR09, JSZ11, Jol01, JS06, KNRS88, KN90, KH02, KUY05, Knu01, KA84, KM05, Kos15, Krä15, Kre02, Kre03, KP04, KPK05, KB03, KB07, LAL15, LS05, LS06, LBL01, Li92, LX05, LF16, Lip09, Liu08, LZN11, Lo10, LCC+05, LBC06, LB06b, LL08, Mac22]. \textbf{law} [MBS99, MRR+05, MPPH06, Man60, Man62, Mas05a, Mas05c, Mas05b, Mas05d, Mas06a, Mas06b, MM06, Mas07, Mas06c, Mas06d, MDJH05, Mi04, MK05, MN08b, Mir12b, MAC14b, MTTT08, MW04, Mon01, Mör01, JR06, Mül11, NG04, Nag04, SN87, NKS90, Nag05, Nal03, New05, NR08, NH07, Nie88, NNN89, NT89, Nig00b, Nig00c, NM06, OKO06, OTE99, OV97, Orl70, Orl76, PBP07, Pa08, Pao85, Pav81, Pen10, Per10, PT11, Per96, Pet81b, Pet73, Phe13, Poc06, Pop02, Pos04a, Pos04b, Pos10, RRR04, Ree06, Ree03, Reg82, RDFM10, Rout76a, Rout78, Rout05, SMS10, STJ10, STA11, Sch88a, Sch88d, Sch90, Sch91, Sch92, Sch06, SS06, Sea02a, Sem08, SS11, SM10d, SM10e, Sin74, SCD01, SR01, Ste93, Stre10, Tag70, TW11, Taa09, TBL00]. \textbf{law} [TFGS07, Tra92, TbG98, TR91, Tul85, Urz00, Urz11, Wan11a, Wat96b, WH75, XWLD11, Yav74, Yor00, ZS11, Zör15, Zo11, vLvdW05, AS05, AG70, AG72, AA10, AR13, AP10, Ale09, AL14a, All97, AYS14, AYS16, AOT13, Ano11, Ano13, AJ14, AHI14, AHI15, Bah15, BSO10, Bal15, Ban13, Bas92, Bas94, BG09, BG10, BG11a, BGTM+11, Ben84, Ber04, BH10a, BH10b, Ber10, BH11a, BHKR11, BE14b, BH15b, BH15a, BE16, BH17, Bha12, BK08, BT09, Boo94, BSWB16, BF09, BG11b, Bro77, Bro98, Bull11, Bur10a, Bur09, Bur04, BW08, CS09a, CL86a, CL86b, CL87a, Che95, CCT95, CZ08, CKT+09, CT05, CA12, Con10, CLM15, DDS98, DMO10, DMO11, DS05, DJ10a, Die04b, Die07, DJ10b, Die12, DNO0, DG78, DHP04, EHM+14, EC11]. \textbf{Law} [Egg85, Egg86, Egg90b, Egg94, Egg07, Egg10b, Egg10c, Eli13, Fed82a, iCE10, Few09, For10, FGM16, Fru16, Fur46, FK03, GR07, Gei48, GW01, GW04, Gil05, Gil07, GC13, GGP09, GJARGPC10, GN02, GP13, Gro67, GTM12, GT09, Ha13, HCS09, Has76, Hay09, HSD12, HR10, Hil95a, Hil97, Hil11, Hop16, Hor09a, HKKS06, HYYH08, Hub02, Hub76, Hub77, Hub78, HJJYM11, Hum08, Him07, Hür06a, Hür15a, IMS15, IHPS14, Iud12, Jam01,

[And11, Aus14, Lef82, MVW+03, ARMG03, Baw11, BP84, Cha11, Dev57, Egg99a, Egg99b, Fai05, GMV09, Izs06, dLKHS04b, dLKHS06, Lef82, MPM02, Mas05a, Mas05d, Mas06c, Mon01, Ori70, Ori76, TW11, Val11, You13].

Manifestation [MG07b], Manipulation [AHH08, RGE13, AMKMS12, LWFW14]. Manipulationen [Moc02].

manipulations [Moc02]. Mantegna [MBG96]. Mantissa [Kon65, Sch88b, SM10a, EMS11, EMS13, Sch73, Sch81, Sch87a]. mantissae [BS07]. Mantissas [BHM08, Sch88c, Sch86]. Mantisse [MB99, Tay05]. Map [Sch75a, OR07, Sch75c]. maps [Bro80c]. Marey [WHN13]. Market [HH13, RGE13, BCC05, GGPS03, Mas05a, Mas05d].

Marketing [Lu07]. Markets [LK12, BS00, BCM02, CEZ10, DDS98, DK09, LW14]. Markov [BHKR11, KK95, KN90, KN91, KBHR10, NNN89]. Markovian [Rou76b, Rou78]. markoviennes [Rou76b, Rou78]. Marsaglia [Bac98]. Maslov [Mas05d, Mas06d]. Mass [ANO50]. massive [SS12]. Math [Ber95, Dub01]. Mathematical [Egg07, Iud12, Nig99b, Whi72, Yul25, AI99, BH11b, BH15a, Che12a, Cou10, Hum08, Jin09b, Mac22, MM99, MM04, MM14, STA11, Sz690, Wap12].


merkwürdiges [Sch06]. metals [DB14]. Method [BH07, KNT89, Est16, SF11, Tic87]. méthode [Est16]. Methoden [BBE10]. Methodical [Mol09]. methodische [Die02]. methodological [Die02]. Methods [Cig64, Fle81, FLF03, W68, BFS03, BPS11, BBE10, HSR+08a, HSR+08b, Ham62, Her10, MS10, MBG+95, Nig11e]. metric [Yua84].
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[MK13]. Mod [Ant91, Kui69, Sch91, Wey15]. mode [LZL+12]. mode-based [LZL+12]. Model [BMLRV10, Fed82b, LB05, MZLH15a, MZLH15b, RVAN15, Sol00, ZM97, Aus14, BBL07, CW07, CZ04, Che12c, FWW85, FP04, GGO15, Has07, HW15, Hub02, IMS15, Liu15, MZ98a, MG15, MG07b, OKO06, Per82, SM96, SS09, VM04, Yeh90]. Model-based [MZLH15a, MZLH15b].

Modelling [ZL+12]. Model [BMLRV10, Fed82b, LB05, MZLH15a, MZLH15b, RVAN15, Sol00, ZM97, Aus14, BBL07, CW07, CZ04, Che12c, FWW85, FP04, GGO15, Has07, HW15, Hub02, IMS15, Liu15, MZ98a, MG15, MG07b, OKO06, Per82, SM96, SS09, VM04, Yeh90]. Monographs [Wor75].
nombres [FL94, FL96, San02c, Var99]. nominal [eSHK05]. Non
[RM11, SD78, CI96, CW97, GJS07, HJ15, Kim12, LF16, Liu08, Liu15, Lol08,
Sim07, SR01, LS11]. non-autonomous [HJ15, Liu15]. non-equilibrium
[Kim12]. non-existence [Lol08, Sim07]. non-homogeneous [CW97].
Non-Linear [RM11], non-parametric [GJS07]. NON-Shor [LS11].
non-stationarity [LF16]. non-stationary [SR01]. non-symmetric [Liu08].
non-uniformly [CI96]. Non-Unique [SD78]. nonautonomous
[Ber03, BS07]. Noncoding [BHB +96, IKC96, MBG +94, Vos96, MBG +95].
Nonextensive [SM10c, SM10d]. nonlinear [Pop02]. Normal
[Bor20, Bra76, Per10]. normalize [LCC +05]. normalized [Abe02].
not-Benford [Pos04a]. Note
[Dun69, HM65, Meb09, New81, Sli98, Egg90a, Hil96, Man59, SN91]. Notes
[Kou65, Whi72, Val11, She94]. Notion [Ant91]. Novel
[JHTS10, SF01, CSC14, LSS00]. November [And11], NPO [Van15].
Nuclear [HJJYM11, FG10, JSZ11, MNW +05, PBP07]. nuclei [NR08]. Null
[SB01, FP04]. Number
[Ano13, Ber95, Can03a, CKT +09, FMS10, Kry09, LB07, LS11, MTB06, Nig99b,
Nig11c, Bac98, BFLB10, BH74, BS00, Can03b, Car10, CLRTFM08, DM92,
Dia73, Hii88, Lem86, Lin86, Liv02, MS12, Nig00b, Sav04, Tic86, WHP99].
number-theoretic [Tic86]. Number-Theory [LS11]. Numberphile
[Ano13]. Numbers
[BS10a, Ben38, Car88, CKT +09, Dun67, FM95, FH45, GF44, Ham70, HW75a,
Hsu48, JP01, Kui69, LK12, NM07b, PTTV98, San02a, Vog00, Was81, Web75,
Wlo71, Aro14, BS11, BK07, BS92, CI96, CK84, Dia74, DMO06, EMS11,
EMS13, FL94, FL96, GSR12, Gin57, Her57, Hum06, IMS15, KR04, LOR06,
Lin86, LS14, LL09, MS15, Mir11, New81, PTTV01, Sav04, SF08, Sta05,
Ste93, SB93, Tic88, TFGS07, Tsy52, Var99, Wey15, San02b, San02c, Har09].
numeri [Gin57, Her57]. numeric [Bah15]. Numerical

Obey [BHKR11, Wlo71, BS92, KBHR10, SB93]. Obey [BH07]. Obituary
[And11]. Objective [Bro80c, CGPT15, FC14]. objectives [LACL14].
Observation [Mii15c, Mii15d, Her10, dLKHS04b, Sar73]. Observations
[AG70, AG72, Vla72, Bur04]. observe [Ano93, Tra92]. observed [Gin57].
Observes [NP12]. Occupational [Lam03]. Occur [Hay08a]. occurrence
[DMO06]. Occurring [Gil50, Kos13, Gil07]. Occurs [Hay08b]. October
[And11, GCB +05]. Odds [CKT +09]. oil [BCK12]. Omnidirectional
[NKR515]. One [AP10, BBH05, BD70, KP04, LLD15, Mat99, Yeh90, Car10,
MS08, SCD01, Too92, WHP99, Wey15]. One-dimensional
[BBH05, MS08, SCD01]. One-sided [KP04]. Online [BH09]. ONLY [LS11].
Open [MSSyK08, NGJ03]. Openings [BT09]. operational [Ano93, Tra92].
Optimal [LACL14, SJP +15, Zom14, BCIS09, Kre73, Kre75]. Optimale
[Kre73, Kre75]. Optimality [MYP14]. Optimization [BR15, LP15].
optimizing [GAVRRL14]. Optimum [McK80]. optoelectronics [NKZ12].
Order
[Hafl3, MN06b, MN08b, NM09, Nig11d, CSC14, SN91, TA12, TH13, Yua84].
organization [BP84, LF16]. organized [BTW87, Bak96, SM96]. Organizes
[PMdM+99]. Organizing [Kru96b, SAG+00]. Oriented
[Car88, Ase81, Tic88]. origins [BCC05, CSV96, WSB15, WSB16, ZS11].
origins [FS03]. oscillators [Mas06a]. osservati [Gin57]. Other
[Nig99b, NM07a, MPPH06, MS83, NM06, RRZ10, Reo01, TN87, TMS02].
Outils [LeF82]. Outlier [Meo8a]. outliers [DN11, Sco13]. output
[CSC14, Per10, VM04]. outputs [vZ13]. Overflow [FT86]. Oversight
[AA10]. Overview [Piv13]. Oxley [AG08].

P [Mas06d]. Pacific [BCM02]. packages [XLW14]. Packet [CL05]. Pages
[NKL04, Ale05, NKL03, Sch06]. Paintings [CNS15]. Panel [CNS15, Sch10].
Paper [Kui69, KsS73, Bur04, Man59]. papers
[GBA04, HZKS12, MG07b, Sco13, Kon65]. paradigm [BSM15, Bro81, Poc06].
Parallelizing [GAVRRL14, WAT15]. Parameter
[AMP06, CT07, HW87, Ism04, CZ04, Gar11, TW11]. Parameters
[DS01, ADAI13, AS15, Izs06, KS10, Nic87a, Nic87b, Sco13, TN87, TKP14].
parametric [GJS07]. Pareto
[Bal66, Gre86, AMP06, AAMAE03, ADAI13, AS15, ANRV07, Af10, AG70,
AG72, Ami07, AFS04, AP89, Aus14, BVT96, BB76, Blu70, BT37, CH97,
CT97, CGPT15, CGJ10, DW15, DN10, DN11, FWW85, FC14, Fer13,
FDA+04, FAD+04, GGO15, GAVRRL14, Gun15, GN07, HZZ14, HW87,
HDV13, HHG14, Ism04, Jee97, KS10, KA84, KPF15, KP09, Lip09, LAC14,
Mac22, MPS11, Man60, Man62, MYP14, Mas05a, Mck80, Mei09, MN14,
MTTT08, NK07, Nuf05, OJm15, Or17, Per82, RAV10, RRR04, Reo01,
Reo3, RZS+15, Rios08, SZVHA10, San87a, San87b, San88, San92, SS06,
Sco13, SJP+15, SM08, Sol00, SR01, SS12, Sta14, Tuo09, TA12, TH13, TKP14,
VAGE09, Wil06, WCO3, Wu08, XP89, ZSB+12, Zom14, dCS2015, ZV13, Sha89].
Pareto-Efficient [RZS+15]. Pareto-Optimal [SJP+15, Zom14].
Pareto-type [HDV13]. Part [Bro80a, Bro80b, Bro80c, Bro81, Sha05].
Partial [QBP+04, RME98, WCP+07, HS08]. Partial-Volume [QBP+04].
partitioning [Lip09]. Partitions [KN91, KN90, NNN89]. Parts
[Pav82, Gru11, Sur93]. Passive [LYY90, BM13, Her10]. Patent
[YLX14, HHC+14]. path [Art94, FC14]. Pathology [Hay08a, Hay08b].
Pathway [GM08]. Patient [Hay08b]. Patterns
[DKM07, Mill15c, Mill15d, Rod04, SGW04, IRU83, MHS95, MS08, NGJ03,
Nig99e, Nig00b, RDM10, Tho09]. Payment [KZ08a, ZK09]. Peculiar
[Gor12a, Ley96, Nig99c, Rai69a]. Peer [HKL+06, ANFF16, HS08].
peer-to-peer [HS08]. SPECT [QBP+04]. pendant [Poi12]. People
[BM08, Bur10a, Bur09, MWE95]. Percentages [DF79, MYZ67].
percolation [Ber15b, PBP07, Wat96a, Wat96b]. Performance
[Egg09, Fed87, LP15, MZLH15a, MZLH15b, Vla79, NHD16, WR03].
Periodic [HJ15]. periodical [Pop75, SN91]. Periodicity [She68]. Periods
[WDB05]. permanence [LAL15]. persistence [Sjo14]. person [MTTT08].
Personal [Pet08]. Personalized [KA15, LCY+15]. Perspective
[Bat08, Eli13]. persuasive [KA15]. Pervades [SG00]. PET
[QBP+04, RME98, WCP+07]. PET/SPECT [QBP+04]. Petch
[DB14]. Petiet [WHN13]. Phantomware [AH09]. Phase
[Mas07, RMB+14, SS11]. phenomena [Kos06, MZS99, Vla79, Fur48, Sta99].
Phenomenon [Hil08, LG78, Nig99b, Rai85, Coh76, CK84, Hil88, Hil95b, HHC+14,
MS11, MS12, MS15, OV93, Val12, WZS12]. phi [Liv02]. philology
[ALT16, Ben43, GSW92, Kos13, BK91]. Physics
[HJJYM11, LS11, PSM10, Sud10, JSZ11, SM10e]. pillars [Sta99]. pitfall
planar [Wan15]. planar [Aro13]. planning [FC14]. plant [Shi89]. Play
[LCY+15]. Players [Sim98]. Pleasant [MVW+03]. Plots
[BVT96, Hav95, SBH+95]. Plotting [WG68]. PODS’09 [PS09]. Poincaré
[TW7]1. Point
[BB5, HM65, Kre73, Kre75, Sch88c, Ste74, FT86, Gar11, Sch73, Sch86].
Points [Var02, AVV08, HKWE14, HDV13]. Poisson [BG15, Eli13]. polar
[PGLL10]. Polignac [CL0b]. Political [NM07b, Par97]. politique [Par97].
pollutant [Bro05]. polluted [LC15]. Polyhedral [GML15]. polymers
[BSSW16]. Polytome [GML15]. Popularity [BT09, Aus14]. population
[Aue13, BS00, Hi70]. Populations [San02a, San02b, San02c]. portfolio
[PK06]. Porto [GCB+05]. Portugal [GCB+05]. Posamentier [Har09].
positivity [BG15]. possessing [Nic88, NT89]. possibility [TR91]. Possible
[AR10, AR11, CSV96]. possibly [SCE03]. poster [PQ00]. potential
[Bar11, DDA+09]. potentials [NH07]. pour [Est16, FL94, FL96, GD10].
Pourquoi [GD08]. Power [BS00, CSN07, CSN09a, CSN09b, CBP12, Egg95d,
EC12, HS01, LHK+15, MBS99, Mat99, Mit03, New05, NBH+98, Ree06,
Ber03, Ber05b, BCC05, CSV96, Egg05a, Egg05b, GGPS03, Hür06b, Hür09,
LB06a, Per05, Ree01, RH02, RDFM10, Rou05]. Power-Aware [LHK+15].
Power-Law
[CSN9b, CSN9, CSN09a, EC12, MBS99, Ree06, CSV96, GGPS03].
power-like [Ber03, Ber05b]. powerful [Hür15b, MPS11]. powers
[EMS11, EMS13, Hür04, Hür15b, MM50, Wój13a, Wój13b]. pp [Ano50].
Practical [NH07]. Practice [Vuk08, ER12, Miü10, Pos04c, Pos10].
Practices [GP13]. Pragmatic [JP01]. Praxis [Pos05, Pos04c, Pos10]. pre
[AA11, NHD16]. pre-processing [NHD16]. pre-SEC [AA11]. precipitates
[Meb10d]. Precise [AI99, SBB01]. precision [OR07]. predict [BFLB10].
Predicted [HSM11, MAC14b]. Prediction
[Fai69, Fai05, RAV10, Sol00, AP89, Bae98]. Predictions [LK12]. Preference


[PT04, Her10, Tay05]. Refinement [Mas05b, Mas06a, Mas06c]. Refining [Mas05c]. Regarding [Lon92]. regimes [HS01]. region [LZL+12]. regions [Fer13, MAC14b]. Regression [BG09, BG10, BG11a, BVT96, Fed84].

regressions [Pen10]. Regular [AG05, GGA03, Pet66]. Regularities [Bur10a, Bur09, Kry09, Pai13, DM92]. Regularity [GD11, HS05, GD09a].

Reihen [GTM12]. reinforcement [Jas10, LB06b]. Related [Vla79, UP85, Yeh02]. Relation [For10, Hay09, Egg09, Egg13, dLKHS04a, dLKHS04b, dLKHS06, Mas06b].

relational [WR03]. Relations [DJ10a, DJ13, Egg05b, Jol05, Jol09, LWFW14, RV09]. relationship [CL86a, CL86b, Che12a, Egg94, Hub78, Irm97, LAL15, TN87].

Relative [GD11, HS05, GD09a]. relativity [ZF15]. Release [dMH06, CGPT15]. Relevance [Kry09, NM07a, NM06, Sea02b].


Rényi [Abe02]. Reply [MBG+96, McA05, TGD05]. report [Her98]. Reported [SGW04, dMH06, HSR+08a, DZ03, HSR+08b, Tho89, ZIWU14].

Reporting [Hay08b]. Reports [Lan03, HSD12]. Representation [Kry09, Sch73, ZA95]. representations [Tic88]. Republic [BM08]. request [SM06b].

Research [Bas92, CL86b, CCT95, Egg86, Egg90b, Egg90a, Egg94, Egg99b, GTO9, Hür15a, Ioa05, KR01, Nic89, Pao86b, Rout2, Die02, Gd14, MG07b, Nor13, Per10, Row05, vZ13].


Response [Die12, Kub77, Che95]. restricted [TKP14]. Result [LB09].

Resultate [Tic88]. Results [Lin08, NM07a, Adh69, Loy73, NM06, SM11, TA12, Tic88, Die04a].

Retrieval [BMLRV10, Ben75, Hea78, QZHC11]. Return [BGVV99, BS92]. returns [Art94, GMV09, Pos04c].

Revelations [WHN13, Tur84]. Review [Ale05, Bal66, BH02, BW98, Gei48, Har09, Lan00, Lim06, Mel06, Sha89, Ano50, SDK14].

reviewers [ANFF16]. reviewing [And09]. Reviews [Gre86]. revised [Wan11a]. Revising [Wil06]. Revisited [Sud10, ER02, Egg13, FAD+04, Pot81, SEOV04].


rive [Coul10]. Risk [Nig96a, ACCG13]. risks [BMM10]. risques [BMM10]. Robert [Rout05]. robustness [Rout92]. Role [Kos12, ZM97].


Russia [Me08a, MK09, MK10]. Russian [KM11, McG11].


Saint-Michel [NKZ12]. Sales [AH09]. Sample
Samples [GC13, KS10, RAV10].  
Sampling [CT07, Sun28, TN87, ADAI13, BGP07, CCC09].  
Sarbanes [AG08].  
satiﬁes [CLRTFM08].  
Satisfying [LSE00, Pos04b, TRB+12].  
Savvy [Sta10].  
Say [BS10a, LLD15].  
Scale [Bat08, BHM08, GM08, Poc98, SAG+00, Whi83, Yu27, ZM97, ADAI13, DB14, Poc06, SM96, SS09, TKP14, Wój14].  
Scale-Distortion [BHM08].  
scale-free [SS09].  
scale-invariance [Wój14].  
Scales [BK74].  
Scaling [MZS99, NBH+98, RV09, SL96, Sta99, VB08, ARMG03, BA99, BS00, BMT96, CI96, Che12a, FS03, NS96, RMB+14].  
scam [Ano12].  
Scarrott [Ben75].  
Scatter [GD09a, GD11].  
Scattering [BRS38, Sud10, DG78, HN05, HHC+14].  
Schedule [WHN13].  
Scheme [JHTS10].  
schemes [Afi10].  
Scholar [Ber95].  
Scholes [Sch08].  
Schools [RVAN15].  
Schwerpunkt [Müll03].  
Science [Han07, Jud04, OM11, RK79, RVAN15, Sch74, Voo74b, Bak96, Bro80a, Bro80b, Bro80c, Bro81, Die02, Hor09b, Pop75, Voo74a].  
sciences [Bro79, STJ10].  
Scientiﬁc [Coi77, Die04b, Die07, HZKS12, Hür15a, Lot26, Moo36, Vla72, Vla79, WDB95, AYS14, CC11, DG78, Per10].  
Scientists [MAdV05, Ham62].  
Scopus [AYS14].  
scores [Egg10a].  
Scoring [BMLRV10].  
Screening [Bro05, Bro07].  
Search [Ban13, LB09, SD78, BGP07, DMJH11, LACL14].  
Searching [BG11b, LDJ99].  
seascape [MS08, SM08].  
SEC [AA11, HSD12].  
Second [LDD15, Meb06b, Meb08b, MK10, Meb10b, Meb12, MK13, NM09, Nig11d, CSC14, Meb08c, Meb10d, Poi12, SN91, Kaf08].  
Second-Digit [MK10, Meb12, Meb06b, Meb08b, Meb10b, Meb08c, Meb10d].  
Second-Order [NM09, Nig11d].  
Secondary [CG93].  
seconde [Bra76].  
sections [LZNR11].  
Sector [OB13].  
ßeine [BBJ11].  
Seismic [SPGM12].  
Seiten [Sch06].  
Selected [Zip32].  
Selecting [GC13, WSU08].  
Selection [CKT+09, WDB95, IG08, RRRB11].  
Selections [MK09].  
selective [ZDCW12].  
Self [BTW87, Kru96b, dMH06, Bak96, Baw11, Egg05a, SM96, ZIUW14].  
Self-organized [BTW87, Bak96, SM96].  
Self-Organizing [Kru96b].  
Self-Reported [dMH06, ZIUW14].  
self-similar [Egg05a].  
self-similarity [Baw11].  
semester [Poi12].  
semestre [Poi12].  
Semi [ABB10].  
semi-Burr [CGJ10].  
semi-fragile [PGLL10].  
semi-Pareto [CGJ10, Ris08].  
Seminumerical [Kmn69, Kmn97].  
semitic [Mas06e, Mas06d].  
semitics [MM06].  
Senate [Meb06d].  
Sensitivity [Bur10a, Bur09, Kry09].  
Sentence [SB93].  
sentence [SEO04].  
Separable [LP15].  
Sequence [BD70, Knu69, KS73, Whi72, JK08].  
Sequences [BHS11, BD70, KN91, KCS6, KS73, MBG+94, ML84, RM11, She68, Sli98, Vos96, BNS10a, BNS10b, Ber11, CMHS95, Den97, Ginv11, GAVRRL14, Got92, Hol90, Hür06b, Hür09, Jol05, Jol09, KN90, KN74, KN06, LX05, MBG+95, MS12, MS15, NS87, Pet03, Pos04b, Sch83a, Sch88d, Sch89, Sin74,
Subsequences [Smi13], subtraction [FT86]. Sufficient [BSO10]. suites [Jol05, Jol09]. suivi [San02c]. suivi-elles [San02c]. Sulla [Gin57, Her57]. Sum [All97]. summability [Cig64, Dur74, Sch83a].

Summation [Nig11d, Tic87]. Summierungsverfahren [Tic87]. Sums [Blu70, MYZ67, Sch83b, Sch84, Sch86, Sch87a, Sch88a, Sch91, Sze10]. Supervised [CS11]. supply [CS09a, HCS09]. support [BXK11].

Summation [Nig11d, Tic87]. Sulla [Gin57, Her57]. Sum [All97]. summability [Cig64, Dur74, Sch83a].

Supervised [CS11]. supply [CS09a, HCS09]. support [BXK11].

Summation [Nig11d, Tic87].

Summierungsverfahren [Tic87].

Sums [Blu70, MYZ67, Sch83b, Sch84, Sch86, Sch87a, Sch88a, Sch91, Sze10].

Supervised [CS11]. supply [CS09a, HCS09]. support [BXK11].

Summation [Nig11d, Tic87]. Sulla [Gin57, Her57]. Sum [All97]. summability [Cig64, Dur74, Sch83a].
Ber15b, KR12, KG72a, KG72b, LS14, Mas06b, MS11, OJM15, Yeh02.

**Theorem** [Ban13, CL04b, Egg10b, Egg10c, Hur15b, Mas05a, MN08a, Sze10, MN06a, Per96, TbG98].

**Theoretical** [Ban13, CL04b, Egg10b, Egg10c, Hur15b, Mas05a, MN08a, Sze10, MN06a, Per96, TbG98].

**Theoretic** [Tic86].

**Theoretical** [Fed82a, LLD15, Bha12, Hea78].

**Theories** [CH61, Pos04c, Pos05, Pos10, Jan12, Zel58, ZB70].

**Theory** [BG54, Bro77, Can03a, Can03b, ER12, Fel50, Fel57, Fel66, Fel68, GM97a, HW75a, KA84, Krä15, LS11, Mas53, MTB06, SMS10, Wea63, Yul25, BH11a, BH15a, CH61, Dia74, DMJH11, Dur91, Dur05, Egg90b, Egg94, Egg05c, FM89, GP80s, Jan12, Kos15, dLKHS04a, dLKHS06, Loy73, Mas05a, McG11, Mil15a, PBP07, Pos04c, Pos10, Wea82, Zel58, ZB70].

**There** [CBP12, LV94].

**thermodynamic** [AR10, AR11].

**Thermodynamics** [AR09, Den97].

**theses** [Sud10].

**things** [Bro80b, Lem86].

**Thirty** [LLD15].

**Thirty-One** [LLD15].

**Thirty-Second** [LLD15].

**Thought** [McK80].

**thoughts** [Lin86, Mil04].

**thousands** [Her98].

**Three** [Sta99, CZ04, MG15].

**three-parameter** [CZ04].

**three-state** [MG15].

**thresholds** [MG07b, Tay05].

**Time** [BE14b, SPGM12, Vla76, WDB95, AI99, BE16, Has07, Yeh90, Yeh07].

**Times** [SD78].

**timing** [SPGC10].

**timing-channel** [SPGC10].

**tolerance** [You13].

**Too** [Mac14a, Tay05].

**tool** [DdA09, Lan00, RR03].

**Tools** [Lan04, Lef82, BL95].

**Top** [ZD11, LWY10, MAE06, XLW14, ZCW09].

**Topics** [ZDCW12].

**topology** [MS08].

**tournament** [CGPT15].

**tournaments** [GÁVRL14].

**toxicant** [LC15].

**Toxics** [dMH06].

**Trachtenberg** [Ano93].

**tracking** [Pos04c].

**track** [ARMG03, Vog00].

**Tracking** [AMVBJ11, Car15, PK06].

**trade** [GT12, dGL13].

**traditional** [HSR08a, HSR08b, SH10, Szé90].

**Traffic** [HS08, Per07, AJ14, GTC07].

**Trailing** [FG76].

**Train** [WHN13].

**Training** [YSC13].

**Transactions** [Ane93].

**transcriptomes** [OKO06].

**transform** [CA12, TRB12].

**Transformation** [KR12, LB06a, PGLL10].

**Transformations** [Pet66, CI96].

**Transient** [MZZS99].

**transitions** [Mas07, RMB14, SS11].

**transmission** [ZM01].

**transparency** [Sjo14].

**Tree** [LDJ89, CL05, SS09].

**Tree-Structured** [LDJ89].

**trees** [Ber15b].

**Trends** [Bha02].

**Triage** [OW12].

**Trip** [Sta10].

**triumphant** [McG11].

**True** [DMZ05, Mac14a, FDA04, Hill96].

**Truncated** [AMP06, KF15].

**trust** [Hen11].

**Tsallis** [Abe02, Den97].

**Tuning** [KNT89].

**tuple** [CSV96].

**turbulent** [Bia15, LF16].

**Turkish** [AA10, OB13].

**Turn** [RR03].

**turnover** [KZ08b].

**Twardy** [McA05].

**twenty** [PS09].

**two-exponent** [cTnHwH17].

**two-dimensional** [Has07].

**Type** [CT05, SZVHA10, CM11, GGO15, HJ15, HDV13, KG72a, KG72b, Per82, SM06b, Uze10, Wu08, RAV10, WC03].

**Type-II** [RAV10].

**typology** [SM08].

**U.S.** [Axt01, Levy96].

**Überraschungen** [Sze90].

**Ubiquity** [FGPM16, Ber04, Ber05a].

**ucenje** [Jas10].

**UK** [Rai03, Sim98].

**ultimate** [Lag10].

**Unambiguous** [Rav08].

**unbiased** [MPS11].

**uncitedness** [Egg13].
Uncover [Nig99b]. Uncovering [Lu07]. underflow [FT86]. Underlying [AR09, Ami07, KC86, AR10, AR11]. Understanding [BGVV99, KM11, Kos06, Tij04, Tij07, Tij12, WCCK09]. Uneven [PTTV98, PTTV01]. Unexpected [Wap12]. Ungleichungen [Tic86]. Unified [LDJ89, ZA95, Mei09, TA12, ZF15, BG11b]. Uniform [Ant91, BD70, Dun67, JD11, JD12, Kui69, KN74, KN06, Rod04, Tic85, CH61, Cig64, Dia77, Hol69, Hür15c, JdlR04, Loy73, Sch83b, Sch83a, Sch84, Sch87b, Sch88d, Sch91, Shi89, Too92, Tsu52, Wey15, Tic86, Tic87]. uniformity [LL08]. uniformly [CI96, MPS11, Sch89]. unifying [GJ10]. Unique [SD78]. unit [Per96]. United [LW14, MK13]. Units [NBH+98, BP84]. Unity [MM84]. Universality [CMS10, KH02, Sta99, SAG+00, VB08]. Universe [NKL04, NKL03, AL14a]. université [Par97]. universities [Jin09b]. University [Ale05, Jin09a, Par97]. unknown [ZHS09]. Un solved [Str12]. unstable [NR08]. Untangling [Egg07]. Untersuchung [Fur46, Gei48]. Unusual [SGW04, Tho89]. unwanted [Par75]. unzipped [BBM11a]. Unzipping [Ada11]. update [Ped94]. upper [Hür15c]. Urban [Kru96a, MZS99, ZM97, Che12c, GB13, MHS95, MML01, MZ98a, RDFM10]. urn [KH95]. USA [PT11]. Use [BG09, BG10, BG11a, Die12, DHP04, Lef82, Lin08, NM97, OMNO10, San87a, San87b, San88, San92, Ale09, Ano05, Ban13, BBE10, Bro07, MDJH05, New81, RR03, Sjo14]. used [dLKHS04a, dLKHS06, Nig93, SM06b, Wal02]. useful [BSM15]. Uses [Ber95]. Using [BW98, CS11, CT05, Cod99, FGZZ11b, GC13, GP13, Lan00, Lan03, LY02, LP15, MS09, MK10, MSA+11, Nig94, Nig95, NM09, RGE13, RG14, SD78, Sav06, TB00, Vuk08, WCP+07, WSY11, ZD11, ADA13, BP06, BXX1, BM13, BMP93, DN00, FG10, Fed84, GW04, GMV09, HHG14, Hür06b, Hür09, JS06, JS09, LVL+12, LFCR04, LBC06, LB06b, LACL14, MPP06, MBC+95, MRSCCS11, Nig00b, Nig00c, Nig15, OW12, OM11, QZH10, QZHC11, RVAN15, RRRB11, SM06a, Sch10, SCE03, ZHS09, Die04b, Die07]. Utilizing [Sta12].


XBRL [HSD12]. xxiii [Ale05].

year [Kri77]. years [Per10, Sch06]. yield [Has76]. Yule [Ber15b, Che91, Gar11, MRSCCS11, RRZR09, XP89]. Yule-Simon [Gar11].

Zahlen [Vog00, Wei15, Tic88]. zahlentheoretische [Tic86]. Zahn [Hum06]. zaken [Jas10]. Zaman [Bac98]. Zapper [AH09]. zeros [LL08, LL09]. zeroth [Mas07]. zeta [LL08, LL09]. Zhou [Bar11]. Ziffer [Hum06]. Ziffern [Hun07, Mör01]. Ziffernanalyse [Bah15, Mül03, Pos04c, Pos05, Pos10]. Zipf [Fai69, Fai05, Mel06, Ada11, AR09, AR10, AR11, ARMG03, Ano50, Ano93, Ano02, Ano05, Ano07, AFS04, A99, AB03, Aus14, ANFF16, Axt01, BBM11a, Bak07, Bel88, BBL07, Ben75, Ben84, BT09, BP84, BGVV99, Bra76, BMLRV10, Bro07, BMT96, CK05, Chal11, Che78, Che80, CL86a, CL86b, CL87b, Che89, Che91, CW97, CZ04, Che12a, Che12b, Che12c, CM11, CMS10, CMFS11, CBP12, CMHS95]. CSV96, DMZ05, Den97, Dep08, Dev57, DS01, Dur06, EC11, Egg99a, Egg99b, Egg06, Egg10b, Egg10c, Egg11, Eli11, EC12, Fed82a, iCE10, FS02, FRB05, FDA +04, FAD +04, Fuj04, FK03, Gab99, Gai06, GLS06, GB13, GS01, GM97a, GMV09, GSW92, GLSW96, GTC +07, Hai69, HT05a, HT05b, HT06, Hav95, HPV +09, Hl70, Hl74, HW75b, HSM11]. Zipf [HYYH08, IO03, Irm97, IKC96].

Ziernanalyse [Bah15, Mül03, Pos04c, Pos05, Pos10]. Zipf [Fai69, Fai05, Mel06, Ada11, AR09, AR10, AR11, ARMG03, Ano50, Ano93, Ano02, Ano05, Ano07, AFS04, A99, AB03, Aus14, ANFF16, Axt01, BBM11a, Bak07, Bel88, BBL07, Ben75, Ben84, BT09, BP84, BGVV99, Bra76, BMLRV10, Bro07, BMT96, CK05, Chal11, Che78, Che80, CL86a, CL86b, CL87b, Che89, Che91, CW97, CZ04, Che12a, Che12b, Che12c, CM11, CMS10, CMFS11, CBP12, CMHS95]. CSV96, DMZ05, Den97, Dep08, Dev57, DS01, Dur06, EC11, Egg99a, Egg99b, Egg06, Egg10b, Egg10c, Egg11, Eli11, EC12, Fed82a, iCE10, FS02, FRB05, FDA +04, FAD +04, Fuj04, FK03, Gab99, Gai06, GLS06, GB13, GS01, GM97a, GMV09, GSW92, GLSW96, GTC +07, Hai69, HT05a, HT05b, HT06, Hav95, HPV +09, Hl70, Hl74, HW75b, HSM11]. Zipf [HYYH08, IO03, Irm97, IKC96].
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Izs06, Jin09a, Jin09b, KK95, KN90, KN91, KH02, KUY05, KPH10, Knu01, KA84, KG72a, KG72b, dLKHS04a, dLKHS04b, dLKHS06, LAL15, Lef82, LBL01, LY02, LX05, Li11, Liu08, Los01, LCC+05, LZZ13, MSSvK08, MPM02, MVW+03, MRM+05, MPPH06, Man08, MG07a, MZ98b, Mas05a, Mas05c, Mas05b, Mas05d, Mas06a, Mas06b, Mas06c, MM06, Mas07, Mas06e, Mas06d, MDJH05, MS08, Mon01, JR06, NG04, Na03, NP12, New05, Nic87a, Nic87b, Nic88, NNN99, NT89, Nit05, OW12, OKO06, OTT99, OrI70, OrI76, OC83, PBP07, Pen10, Per10, Per82, Pet73, PTTV01, PMdM+99, Pop02, Pra88, Pus04, RV98, Ree01, Rob11, Rout6a, Rout6b, Rout78, SMS10, SS06, Sem08, SM08, Sha05, Shi89, SEOV04, SR01, Soo05, Soo13, Sor12, SBH+95, SM06b]. Zipf [Tag70, TN87, TW11, Tao09, Tra92, TbG98, TR91, TST97, Tu85, Urz00, Urz11, VW06, VA99, VB08, Wat96a, Wat96b, WH75, YZ16, Yav74, Yeh90, Yeh02, Yeh07, You13, ZDCW12, ZCW09, ZS11, ZA95, Zor15, dGL13]. Zipf-Like [BMLRV10, DS01, GTC+07, RV98]. Zipf-Mandelbrot [MPM02]. Zipf-scaling [BMT96]. Zipf-type [CM11, KG72a, KG72b, SM06b]. ZipfAllocation [KSH11]. Zipfian [Egg05c, Fed82b]. Zipf's [Li92]. Zipf's-law-like [Li92]. zipped [Nit05]. zone [BCK12]. Zufallsgröße [Sch73]. zum [Tic87]. zur [Pos05, Sch73].
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George J. Stigler. The distribution of leading digits in statistical tables. Unpublished, but written about 1945–1946, and presented in an 1975 address at Haskell Hall, University of Chicago. Stigler’s distribution is more complex than that of Newcomb and Benford. Stigler has $F_d = (d \ln(d) - (d+1) \ln(d+1) + (1 + (10/9) \ln(10))) / 9$, which gives leading-digit frequencies of 0.2413, 0.1832, 0.1455, 0.1174, 0.0950, 0.0764, 0.0605, 0.0465, and 0.0342. See [LCJ10] for a comparison of the Benford and Stigler distributions, and their relations to Zipf and Pareto distributions. For derivations of Stigler’s distribution,
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